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Abstract: Impedance-ratio-based interaction analyses in terms of stability and performance of
DC-DC converters is well established. Similar methods are applied to grid-connected three-phase
converters as well, but the multivariable nature of the converters and the grid makes these analyses
very complex. This paper surveys the state of the interaction analyses in the grid-connected
three-phase converters, which are used in renewable-energy applications. The surveys show
clearly that the impedance-ratio-based stability assessment are usually performed neglecting the
cross-couplings between the impedance elements for reducing the complexity of the analyses.
In addition, the interactions, which affect the transient performance, are not treated usually at
all due to the missing of the corresponding analytic formulations. This paper introduces the missing
formulations as well as explicitly showing that the cross-couplings of the impedance elements have
to be taken into account for the stability assessment to be valid. In addition, this paper shows that
the most accurate stability information can be obtained by means of the determinant related to the
associated multivariable impedance ratio. The theoretical findings are also validated by extensive
experimental measurements.

Keywords: source and load impedance; transient dynamics; stability; grid synchronization;
power electronics; power grid

1. Introduction

The negative-incremental-resistor oscillations were observed to take place, in practice, already
in the early 1970s when an LC-type input filter was connected at the input terminal of regulated
converters as reported in References [1,2]. The development of the dynamic modeling method known
as state-space averaging (SSA) in the early 1970s [3–5] enabled the theoretical studies of the origin of
the input-filter interactions, which were published in the mid 1970s [6,7] by Middlebrook. He stated
later that he applied the extra-element-theorem-based (EET) method [8,9] when developing the
input-filter-design rules in References [6,7] for the cascaded input-filter-converter system. According
to the EET method, the source or load-system-affected transfer function GS/L

org (s) of the converter can
be given by

GS/L
org =

1 + Zn−1Yn−2

1 + Zd−1Yd−2
× Gorg (1)
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where Gorg(s) denotes the original or unterminated transfer function of the converter, Zn−1Yn−2

denotes the impedance-admittance product of the numerator polynomial, and Zd−1Yd−2 denotes the
impedance-admittance product of the denominator polynomial, respectively. The formulation in
Equation (1) is very useful, because it defines automatically the correct order of the impedance-like
elements in the numerator and denominator impedance-admittance products, to perform the
source/load analysis in a correct manner as instructed in References [10–12] and implied in Figure 1.
The most crucial factor in the analysis of the cascaded systems is to recognize that the duality must be
valid at the interface between the upstream and downstream subsystems. This means that the only
valid source-sink pairs are Figure 1a,d as well as Figure 1b,c, respectively. The cascaded system will
not be proper with the other source-sink combinations at the interface between the subsystems because
of violating Kirchhoff’s laws.
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Figure 1. The source/sink equivalent circuits: (a) Thevenin’s source, (b) Norton’s source, (c) Thevenin’s
sink, and (d) Norton’s sink.

As Equation (1) indicates, the theoretical formulation in Equation (1) does not contain impedance
ratios, but it is sometimes easier to understand the behavior of the impedance-admittance products,
when the product is considered as an impedance ratio as in References [6,7]. The minor-loop gain
launched by Middlebrook in References [6,7] actually denotes the denominator product Zd−1Yd−2 as
minor-loop gain, which can be given equally as Zd−1/Zd−2, because Zd−2 = Y−1

d−2. The minor-loop
gain actually equals ZTHYN according to Figure 1, which indicates explicitly that the numerator
impedance of the impedance ratio (i.e., minor-loop gain) always equals the internal impedance of
the voltage-type subsystem, and the denominator impedance equals the internal impedance of the
current-type subsystem, respectively [10].

Stability of the cascaded system can be assessed based on ZTHYN by applying Nyquist stability
criterion [13], because (1 + ZTHYN)

−1 forms an impedance-based sensitivity function similarly as
(1 + Lx)

−1 in control engineering [14,15], where Lx denotes the feedback-loop gain. If the phase or
gain margin of the feedback loop is low then the sensitivity function will exhibit peaking, which affects
the corresponding closed-loop transfer function, and it may cause deterioration in transient response
or may make the converter more prone to instability [14,15]. The similar phenomena will take place
also in case of (1 + ZTHYN)

−1.
The impedance-admittance product (Zn−1Yn−2) of the numerator polynomial is not directly

related to the system stability similarly as ZTHYN is. One of the elements in Zn−1Yn−2 equals either
ZTH or YN depending on the type of the source/load system (cf. Figure 1), and the other element (i.e.,
Zn−1 or Yn−2) is a certain special impedance-like parameter, which will be introduced for the grid-tied
three-phase inverters in Section 2. The special parameters of the DC-DC converters are defined in
general and given also explicitly for a number of converters in Reference [12]. The impedance-based
interactions via the numerator polynomial in Equation (1) may affect the control-related transfer
functions or the internal input or output impedances that may deteriorated the transient behavior of
the converter as demonstrated in Reference [11].

The input-filter-design rules, introduced in References [6,7], have been later extended to apply
for stability and performance assessment in arbitrary systems as well, where the robust stability
and performance are defined in the form of forbidden regions out of which the minor-loop gain
(ZTHYN) should stay for the robust stability to exist [10,16–19] as illustrated in Figure 2. The forbidden
region induced by the input-filter-design rules [6,7] is assumed to be outside of the circle, which has
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the radius of inverse of the gain margin and the center at the origin (cf. Figure 2, Middlebrook).
This forbidden region is deemed to be excessively conservative for general usage, and therefore,
reduced forbidden regions are proposed as discussed in Reference [17]. In regard to the input-filter
design, Middlebrook’s forbidden region is the only possible region for guaranteeing the stability of the
cascaded input-filter-converter system (cf. Reference [10]). The smallest forbidden region is proposed
in Reference [10] as a circle having the center at the critical point (−1,0) and the radius of inverse of the
allowed maximum peaking in the corresponding sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions
as described in detail in Reference [10] (cf. Figure 2, MPC). In principle, the forbidden regions can
be applied to the grid-connected three-phase converters and systems as well [20]. The multivariable
nature of the grid-tied three-phase converters makes the performance and stability assessment more
challenging [20–26], when the inverter-grid stability assessment has to be performed by applying
generalized Nyquist stability criterion [27,28] instead of the simple Nyquist stability criterion [13].
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The origin of the stability problems in grid-connected systems is usually the negative-incremental-
resistor-like behavior at the input or output impedance of the three-phase converter [29–31] similarly as
in DC-DC converters discussed in References [1,2]. In three-phase converters, the negative-incremental-
resistor-like behavior is either the consequence of the grid synchronization [29–35] or the feedback
control from the output-terminal variables [36–43]. In case of grid synchronization, the instability
can be mitigated in some extends by lowering the control bandwidth of the phase locked loop (PLL)
adaptively when the grid impedance is increasing as discussed in Reference [44]. The grid-connected
converters synchronize themselves at the voltage of the connection point known usually as the point
of common coupling (PCC). If the grid impedance is low, then the PCC voltage is in phase with the
grid voltage. In case of weak grid [45–54], the grid impedance can be rather high, which changes
the phase of the PCC voltage to deviate from the phase of the grid voltage depending on the level of
the power supplied by the inverter [51–53]. In practice, this means that the inverter seems to supply
reactive power into the grid even if the inverter output power is pure real power at PCC [53]. The total
apparent power in grid naturally corresponds to the inverter output power. At the point, where the
grid power is fully reactive power, the inverter becomes unstable due to trying to take power from
the grid, but the switch control scheme of the converter bridge does not usually allow it. In case of
grid-connected rectifiers, the same phenomenon will take place, but the direction of the power flow is
reversed compared to the inverters [53]. The problem can be solved by modifying the PLL feedback
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controller in such a manner that its reference includes the information from the grid impedance seen
from the PCC and the level of grid current [51]. In practice, this means that the grid impedance shall
be measured online for modifying the PLL reference [53].

In grid-connected applications, the instability may take place, in principle, at any frequency
depending on the behavior of the grid impedance, where the electrical resonances are of interest due
to providing zero-degree phase behavior of the grid impedance at the resonant frequency [12,55,56].
The negative-incremental-resistance-like behavior of the grid-connected converter may reduce the
damping of the grid and thus making it prone to electrical resonances, which may cause harmonic
currents to appear [57–60]. The reason for the appearing of harmonic currents in PV applications may
be also the inability of the inverter to maintain proper output-current waveforms under low-irradiance
conditions in cloudy days, and especially, during the mornings and evenings [61,62].

The main objectives of this paper are to survey the state-of-art in the impedance-based interactions
in grid-tied three-phase inverters and to introduce the implicit impedance-like parameters also for
the grid-tied three phase converters for facilitating the better understanding of these phenomena,
which are observed to take place in practical applications as well [63]. The main outcomes of the
paper are the explicit proving that the cross-couplings of the impedance elements have to be taken into
account for obtaining valid information on the state of stability as well as that the determinant of the
impedance-ratio-based multivariable characteristic polynomial provides the most accurate information
on the state of stability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: An introduction to the source and load-effect
formulations for the grid-tied three-phase inverters are given in Section 2. Experimental and simulated
evidence supporting the theoretical findings are given in Section 3, and the conclusions are finally
drawn in Section 4.

2. Theoretical Formulation of Source and Load-Impedance Interactions

The grid-connected renewable energy systems have to be able to operate in grid-feeding,
grid-supporting, and grid-forming modes [64,65] as well as performing smooth transfer between
the grid-feeding and grid-forming modes of operation [66]. In grid-feeding and grid-supporting
modes, the outmost feedback loops are taken from the input terminal of the converter (cf. Figure 3a,
outer loop) [65,67]. In grid-forming mode, all the feedback loops are taken from the output
terminal of the converter (cf. Figure 3, inner and outer loops) [64,65]. The photovoltaic (PVG)
and wind energy (WEG) generators are known to be internally current-type input sources for
power electronic converters [68–71]. Therefore, the input-terminal feedback is taken from the
input-terminal voltage as illustrated in Figure 3a. Both of the renewable energy sources are known
to be maximum-power-limited sources having one (i.e., WEG, PVG)) [72,73] or more (PVG) [74,75]
maximum power points (MPP) at their power-voltage (PV) curves. In grid-feeding mode, when the
feedback control is taken from the input-terminal variable [73], the input impedance of the converter
usually stays passive, and therefore, the well-designed cascaded system composing of the energy
source and the converter is stable. In grid-forming mode, when the outmost feedback is taken from the
output-terminal variable [27,41–43,65,73], the input impedance of the converter will exhibit negative
incremental-resistor-like characteristics [12]. In this case, the instability will take place, when the
operating point of the converter enters into the MPP of the input energy source [69–77].

In order to understand the impedance-originated stability and performance-interaction
phenomena, the analytical formulation of the corresponding source and load interactions will be
derived in the subsequent sections based on the transfer functions of the associated converters and the
interaction formulation proposed by Middlebrook in References [6,7]. In case of three-phase converters,
the special impedance-like parameters are also of multivariable nature having direct (d) and quadrature
(q) components as well as cross-coupling terms between the d and q components. In renewable
energy applications, the input source of the converters is usually DC voltage, and therefore,
the source output and converter input impedances are not of multivariable nature. Consequently,
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the source-interaction-related special impedance-like parameters can be solved quite easily in
analytical forms as well. The three-phase grid connection means that all the load-interaction-related
special impedance-like parameters will be of multivariable nature. The solving of the special
impedance-like parameters in analytical forms will be very complicated due to the high complexity
of the multivariable impedance-based sensitivity functions. Therefore, we will present those special
parameters by neglecting the cross-coupling terms for giving the reader an idea of the nature of the
load-interaction-related special parameters. The source and load-affected transfer functions can be
solved easily in numerical forms by using, for example, MatlabTM as demonstrated in [12].
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2.1. Three-Phase VF-VO Inverter

The voltage-fed (VF) voltage-output (VO) inverter is used in the grid-forming-mode renewable
energy systems (cf. Figure 3b), where the inverter takes care both the grid voltage and frequency.
The loads connected to the grid will determine the power level and type of the inverter. In renewable
energy applications, the input-terminal source is a voltage-type source, and the output terminal source
is a three-phase current-type sink, respectively.

The transfer functions of the three-phase converters are given in synchronous reference frame or
dq frame due to the multivariable nature of the converter [12,22] as

 îin
v̂o−d
v̂o−q

 =

 Yin Toi−d Toi−q Gci−d Gci−q

Gio−d −Zo−d −Zo−qd Gco−d Gco−qd
Gio−q −Zo−dq −Zo−q Gco−dq Gco−q




v̂in

îo−d
îo−q

d̂d
d̂q

 (2)

where the right-side vector contains the input variables, and the left-side vector the output variables,
respectively. Equation (2) denotes actually a set of simultaneous equations, which define explicitly
the transfer functions in the transfer function matrix. As an example, the element (1,1) of the transfer
function known as the input admittance (Yin) of the converter describes the relation îin/v̂in. The other
transfer functions can be expressed in a similar manner following the rule dictated by îin/v̂in. The hat
over the input and output variables denotes that the variables are small-signal variables.

Equation (2) can be formulated into a multivariable form according to Reference [12] as shown in
Equations (3) and (4). The minus sign in front of the element (2,2) in Equation (4) is the consequence of
the selected output-terminal-current direction (cf. Figure 3). The multivariable-form transfer functions
in Equation (4) can be represented also in the form of multivariable linear circuit as given in Figure 4.
The linear circuit can be utilized effectively to solve the source and load-affected transfer functions in
multivariable form.
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[

îin
0

]îin

[
v̂o−d
v̂o−q
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[

Yin 0
0 0

]Yin
[

Toi−d Toi−q

0 0

]Toi
[

Gci−d Gci−q

0 0

]Gci

[
Gio−d 0
Gio−d 0

]Gio

−
[

Zo−d Zo−qd
Zo−dq Zo−q

]Zo
[

Gco−d Gco−qd
Gco−dq Gco−q

]Gco





[
v̂in

0

]v̂in

[
îo−d
îo−q

]îo

[
d̂d
d̂q

]d̂


(3)

[
îin

v̂o

]
=

[
Yin Toi Gci

Gio −Zo Gco

] v̂in

îo

d̂

 (4)
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2.1.1. Source-Affected Transfer Functions

Figure 5 shows the corresponding equivalent circuit of Figure 4, when the converter is supplied
by a non-ideal input source. According to Figure 5, the original input voltage v̂in is changed as

v̂in = v̂inS − ZinSîin (5)

and
v̂in = [I + ZinSYin]

−1v̂inS − [I + ZinSYin]
−1ZinSToiîo − [I + ZinSYin]

−1ZinSGcid̂ (6)
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Figure 5. Linear multi-variable equivalent circuit of three-phase VF-VO DC-AC converter with a
non-ideal source.

The source-affected set of multi-variable transfer functions can be obtained by replacing v̂in in
the upper row of Equation (4) by Equation (5) and in the bottom row of Equation (4) by Equation (6),
respectively. These procedures yield the set of source-affected transfer functions as

[
îin

v̂o

]
=

[
YS

in TS
oi GS

ci
GS

io −ZS
o GS

co

] v̂inS

îo

d̂


[

îin

v̂o

]
=

[
[I + YinZinS]

−1Yin [I + YinZinS]
−1Toi [I + YinZinS]

−1Gci

Gio[I + ZinSYin]
−1 −(Zo + Gio[I + ZinSYin]

−1ZinSToi) Gco − Gio[I + ZinSYin]
−1ZinSGci

] v̂inS

îo

d̂


(7)
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Equation (7) shows that the input dynamics of the inverter (i.e., the elements (1,1), (1,2) and (1,3)
in Equation (4)) and the input-to-output transfer function Gio (i.e., the element (2,1) in Equation (4)) are
affected only via the impedance-based sensitivity function [I + YinZinS]

−1 or [I + ZinSYin]
−1. It may

be also obvious that the stability of the cascaded source-converter system can be assessed by means
of [I + YinZinS]

−1 and [I + ZinSYin]
−1 by applying the generalized Nyquist stability criterion [27,28].

The output impedance (Zo) (i.e., the element (2,2) in Equation (4)) and the control-to-output-voltage
transfer function (Gco) (i.e., the element (2,3) in Equation (4)) are affected via the impedance-based
sensitivity function [I + ZinSYin]

−1 as well as via a certain numerator polynomial, which contains,
in general case, a multivariable impedance-admittance product. One of the multivariable elements,
in this product, is the multivariable special parameter, which cannot be extracted directly from the
matrix formulas in Equation (7), because the matrix equations cannot be manipulated into the EET form
given in Equation (1) (Section 1). The special impedance parameters are known as input admittance at
short-circuited output Yin−sco and ideal input admittance Yin−∞, respectively [12].

In this specific case, when the input source is a DC source, all the special parameters can be solved
analytically as they are, because [I + YinZinS]

−1 and [I + ZinSYin]
−1 can be given by[

1
1+ZinSYin

0
0 1

]
(8)

According to Equations (3), (7), and (8), we can compute the source-affected transfer functions
to be

YS
in =

[
Yin

1+ZinSYin
0

0 0

]
TS

oi =

[
Toi−d

1+ZinSYin

Toi−q
1+ZinSYin

0 0

]
GS

ci =

[
Gci−d

1+ZinSYin

Gci−q
1+ZinSYin

0 0

]
GS

io =

[ Gio−d
1+ZinSYin

0
Gio−q

1+ZinSYin
0

]
(9)

and

ZS
o =

 1+ZinSYin−sco−d
1+ZinSYin

Zo−d
1+ZinSYin−sco−qd

1+ZinSYin
Zo−qd

1+ZinSYin−sco−dq
1+ZinSYin

Zo−dq
1+ZinSYin−sco−q

1+ZinSYin
Zo−q

 (10)

where

Yin−sco =

[
Yin−sco−d Yin−sco−qd
Yin−sco−dq Yin−sco−q

]
=

 Yin +
Gio−dToi−d

Zo−d
Yin +

Gio−dToi−q
Zo−qd

Yin +
Gio−qToi−d

Zo−dq
Yin +

Gio−qToi−q
Zo−q

 (11)

as well as

GS
co =

 1+ZinSYin−∞−d
1+ZinSYin

Gco−d
1+ZinSYin−∞−qd

1+ZinSYin
Gco−qd

1+ZinSYin−∞−dq
1+ZinSYin

Gco−dq
1+ZinSYin−∞−q

1+ZinSYin
Gco−q

 (12)

where

Yin−∞ =

[
Yin−∞−d Yin−∞−qd
Yin−∞−dq Yin−∞−q

]
=

 Yin − Gio−dGci−d
Gco−d

Yin − Gio−dGci−q
Gco−qd

Yin − Gio−qGci−d
Gco−dq

Yin − Gio−qGci−q
Gco−q

 (13)

The expressions of the special parameters in Equations (11) and (13) equal the expressions defined
for the corresponding DC-DC converters as explicitly given in Reference ([12], p. 143, Equation (3.32)).

2.1.2. Load-Affected Transfer Functions

Figure 6 shows the VF-VO inverter (cf. Figure 4) connected to the power grid via the PCC,
where the power grid is represented by a generalized multivariable load system. It may be obvious
that the interface at the output terminal of the load system (i.e., the terminal designated by v̂oL) is
not accessible in general and therefore, the input admittance (YinL) is the only measurable transfer
function. As a consequence, we consider the equivalent circuit of the power grid to be composed of its
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input admittance denoted as YoL (i.e., YinL in Figure 6) and the constant-current sink denoted as îoL

(i.e., ZoL = 0, GioL = ToiL = 1).
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Figure 6. The VF-VO inverter connected to a generalized power grid.

Figure 7 shows the equivalent circuit of the converter in Figure 4, when it is terminated with a
non-ideal load. According to Figure 7, the original output current îo is changed as

îo = îoL + YoLv̂o (14)

and
îo = [I + YoLZo]

−1îoL + [I + YoLZo]
−1YoLGiov̂in + [I + YoLZo]

−1YoLGcod̂ (15)
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non-ideal load.

The load-affected set of transfer functions can be obtained by replacing îo in the bottom row of
Equation (4) by Equation (14) and in the upper row of Equation (4) by Equation (15), respectively.
These procedures yield the set of load-affected transfer functions as

[
îin

v̂o

]
=

[
YL

in TL
oi GL

ci
GL

io −ZL
o GL

co

] v̂in

îoL

d̂


[

îin

v̂o

]
=

[
Yin + Toi[I + YoLZo]

−1YoLGio Toi[I + YoLZo]
−1 Gci + Toi[I + YoLZo]

−1YoLGco

[I + ZoYoL]
−1Gio −[I + ZoYoL]

−1Zo [I + ZoYoL]
−1Gco

] v̂in

îoL

d̂


(16)

The load-affected multivariable transfer functions in Equation (16) can be solved easily with
a proper software package such as MatlabTM in numerical form. As shown in (3), both Zo and
YoL comprise of four distinct transfer functions, which makes [I + ZoYoL]

−1 and [I + YoLZo]
−1 to

be rather complicated in analytic form, and therefore, the further processing of the multivariable
transfer functions in Equation (16) similarly as performed in Equations (9)–(13) is almost impossible
although the elements (1,2), (2,1)–(2,3) in Equation (16) seem to be very simple. The elements (1,1) and
(1,3) in Equation (16) include certain impedance-like special parameters, which are known as output
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impedances at open-circuit input terminal Zo−oci(1,1) and ideal output impedance Zo−∞(1,3) [12],
respectively. The elements (1,1) and (1,3) cannot be, however, put into the EET-method form according
to Equation (1), and therefore, Zo−oci and Zo−∞ cannot be found as a full-order matrix equation. It shall
be observed that all the transfer functions in Equation (16) related to îoL are not real in practice as
discussed above.

We will give, in this paper, the load-affected transfer functions in Equation (16) by omitting the
cross- coupling terms in Zo and YoL. Thus [I + ZoYoL]

−1 can be given by[ 1
1+Zo−dYoL−d

0
0 1

1+Zo−qYoL−q

]
(17)

According to Equations (3), (16), and (17), we can compute the load-affected transfer functions
to be

GL
io =

 Gio−d
1+Zo−dYoL−d

0
Gio−q

1+Zo−qYoL−q
0

ZL
o =

 Zo−d
1+Zo−dYoL−d

0

0 Zo−q
1+Zo−qYoL−q

GL
co =

 Gco−d
1+Zo−dYoL−d

Gco−qd
1+Zo−dYoL−d

Gco−dq
1+Zo−qYoL−q

Gco−q
1+Zo−qYoL−q


TL

oi =

[
Toi−d

1+Zo−dYoL−d

Toi−q
1+Zo−qYoL−q

0 0

] (18)

and

YL
in =

[ (
1+YoL−dZo−oci−d

1+YoL−dZo−d
+

1+YoL−qZo−oci−q
1+YoL−qZo−q

− 1
)

Yin 0

0 0

]
(19)

where

Zo−oci =

[
Zo−oci−d 0

0 Zo−oci−q

]
=

[
Zo−d +

Gio−dToi−d
Yin

0

0 Zo−q +
Gio−qToi−q

Yin

]
(20)

as well as

GL
ci =

[ (
1+YoL−dZo−∞−d

1+YoL−dZo−d
+

1+YoL−qZo−∞−dq
1+YoL−qZo−q

− 1
)

Gci−d

(
1+YoL−qZo−∞−q

1+YoL−qZo−q
+

1+YoL−dZo−∞−qd
1+YoL−dZo−d

− 1
)

Gci−q

0 0

]
(21)

where

Zo−∞ =

[
Zo−∞−d Zo−∞−qd
Zo−∞−dq Zo−∞−q

]
=

 Zo−d +
Toi−dGco−d

Gci−d
Zo−d +

Toi−qGco−qd
Gci−d

Zo−q +
Toi−dGco−dq

Gci−q
Zo−q +

Toi−qGco−q
Gci−q

 (22)

The expressions of the special parameters in Equations (20) and (22) equal the expressions defined
for the corresponding DC-DC converters as explicitly given in Reference ([12], p. 143, Equation (3.32)).

2.2. Three-Phase CF-CO Inverter

The current-fed (CF) current-output (CO) inverter is used in the grid-feeding-mode renewable
energy systems (cf. Figure 3a), where the inverter synchronizes itself in the grid frequency and angle
as well as supplies energy into the grid. In renewable energy applications, the input-terminal source is
a voltage-type source, and the output terminal source is a three-phase grid, respectively.

The transfer functions of the three-phase converters are given in synchronous reference frame or
dq frame due to the multivariable nature of the converter [12,22] as
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 v̂in

îo−d
îo−q

 =

 Zin Toi−d Toi−q Gci−d Gci−q

Gio−d −Yo−d −Yo−qd Gco−d Gco−qd
Gio−q −Yo−dq −Yo−q Gco−dq Gco−q




îin
v̂o−d
v̂o−q

d̂d
d̂q

 (23)

which can be given similarly as Equation (2) (Section 2.1) in multivariable mode as

[
v̂in

îo

]
=

[
Zin Toi Gci

Gio −Yo Gco

] îin

v̂o

d̂

 (24)

and represented by a linear multivariable equivalent circuit as given in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Linear multi-variable equivalent circuit of three-phase CF-CO DC-AC converter.

2.2.1. Source-Affected Transfer Functions

Figure 9 shows the corresponding equivalent circuit of Figure 8, when the converter is supplied
by a non-ideal input source. According to Figure 9, the original input current îin is changed as

îin = îinS − YinSv̂in (25)

and
îin = [I + YinSZin]

−1 îinS − [I + YinSZin]
−1YinSToiv̂o − [I + YinSZin]

−1YinSGcid̂ (26)
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Figure 9. Linear multi-variable equivalent circuit of three-phase CF-CO DC-AC converter with a
non-ideal source.

The source-affected set of multi-variable transfer functions can be obtained by replacing îin in the
upper row of Equation (24) by Equation (25) and in the bottom row of Equation (24) by Equation (46),
respectively. These procedures yield the set of source-affected transfer functions as
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[
v̂in

îo

]
=

[
ZS

in TS
oi GS

ci
GS

io −YS
o GS

co

] îinS

v̂o

d̂


[

v̂in

îo

]
=

[
[I + ZinYinS]

−1Zin [I + ZinYinS]
−1Toi [I + ZinYinS]

−1Gci

Gio[I + YinSZin]
−1 −(Yo + GioYinS[I + ZinYinS]

−1Toi) Gco − GioYinS[I + ZinYinS]
−1Gci

] îinS

v̂o

d̂


(27)

Equation (27) shows that the input dynamics of the inverter (i.e., the elements (1,1), (1,2) and (1,3)
in Equation (24)) and the input-to-output transfer function Gio (i.e., the element (2,1) in Equation (24))
are affected only via the impedance-based sensitivity function [I + ZinYinS]

−1 or [I + YinSZin]
−1. It may

be also obvious that the stability of the cascaded source-converter system can be assessed by means of
the sensitivity functions by applying the generalized Nyquist stability criterion [27,28]. The output
impedance (Yo) (i.e., the element (2,2) in Equation (24)) and the control-to-output-voltage transfer
function (Gco) (i.e., the element (2,3) in Equation (24)) are affected via the impedance-based sensitivity
function [I + ZinYinS]

−1 as well as via a certain numerator polynomial, which contains, in general case,
a multivariable impedance-admittance product. One of the multivariable elements, in this product,
is the multivariable special parameter, which cannot be extracted directly from the matrix formulas in
Equation (27), because they cannot be manipulated into the EET form given in Equation (1) (Section 1).
The special impedance-like parameters are known as input impedance at open circuit output Zin−oco

and ideal input impedance Zin−∞.
In this specific case, when the input source is a DC source, all the special parameters can be solved

analytically as they are, because [I + ZinYinS]
−1 and [I + YinSZin]

−1 can be given as[
1

1+ZinYinS
0

0 1

]
(28)

According to Equations (23), (27), and (28), we can compute the source-affected transfer functions
to be

ZS
in =

[
Zin

1+YinSZin
0

0 0

]
TS

oi =

[
Toi−d

1+YinSZin

Toi−q
1+YinSZin

0 0

]
GS

ci =

[
Gci−d

1+YinSZin

Gci−q
1+YinSZin

0 0

]
GS

io =

[ Gio−d
1+YinSZin

0
Gio−q

1+YinSZin
0

]
(29)

and

YS
o =

 1+YinSZin−oco−d
1+YinSZin

Yo−d
1+YinSZin−oco−qd

1+YinSZin
Yo−qd

1+YinSZin−oco−dq
1+YinSZin

Yo−dq
1+YinSZin−oco−q

1+YinSZin
Yo−q

 (30)

where

Zin−oco =

[
Zin−oco−d Zin−oco−qd
Zin−oco−dq Zin−oco−q

]
=

 Zin +
Gio−dToi−d

Yo−d
Zin +

Gio−dToi−q
Yo−qd

Zin +
Gio−qToi−d

Yo−dq
Zin +

Gio−qToi−q
Yo−q

 (31)

as well as

GS
co =

 1+YinSZin−∞−d
1+YinSZin

Gco−d
1+YinSZin−∞−qd

1+ZinSYin
Gco−qd

1+YinSZin−∞−dq
1+YinSZin

Gco−dq
1+YinSZin−∞−q

1+ZinSYin
Gco−q

 (32)

where

Zin−∞ =

[
Zin−∞−d Zin−∞−qd
Zin−∞−dq Zin−∞−q

]
=

 Zin − Gio−dGci−d
Gco−d

Zin − Gio−dGci−q
Gco−qd

Zin − Gio−qGci−d
Gco−dq

Zin − Gio−qGci−q
Gco−q

 (33)

The expressions of the special parameters in Equations (31) and (33) equal the expressions defined
for the corresponding DC-DC converters as explicitly given in Reference ([12], p. 356, Equation (8.2)).
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2.2.2. Load-Affected Transfer Functions

Figure 10 shows the CF-CO inverter (cf. Figure 8) connected to the power grid via the PCC,
where the power grid is represented by a generalized multivariable load system. It may be obvious
that the interface at the output terminal of the load system (i.e., the terminal designated by îoL) is
not accessible in general and therefore, the input impedance (ZinL) is the only measurable transfer
function. As a consequence, we consider the equivalent circuit of the power grid to be composed of its
input impedance denoted as ZoL (i.e., ZinL) and the constant-voltage sink denoted as v̂oL (i.e., YoL = 0,
GioL = ToiL = 1).
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Figure 10. The CF-CO inverter connected to a generalized power grid.

Figure 11 shows the equivalent circuit of the converter in Figure 8, when it is terminated with a
non-ideal load. According to Figure 11, the original output current v̂o is changed as

v̂o = v̂oL + ZoLîo (34)

and
v̂o = [I + ZoLYo]

−1v̂oL + [I + ZoLYo]
−1ZoLGioîin + [I + ZoLYo]

−1ZoLGcod̂ (35)
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The load-affected set of transfer functions can be obtained by replacing v̂o in the bottom row of
Equation (24) by Equation (34), and in the upper row of Equation (24) by Equation (35), respectively.
These procedures yield the set of load-affected transfer functions as

[
v̂in

îo

]
=

[
ZL

in TL
oi GL

ci
GL

io −YL
o GL

co

] îin

v̂oL

d̂


[

v̂in

îo

]
=

[
Zin + Toi[I + ZoLYo]

−1ZoLGio Toi[I + ZoLYo]
−1 Gci + Toi[I + ZoLYo]

−1ZoLGco

[I + YoZoL]
−1Gio −[I + YoZoL]

−1Yo [I + YoZoL]
−1Gco

] îin

v̂oL

d̂


(36)

The load-affected multivariable transfer functions in Equation (36) can be solved easily with a
proper software package such as MatlabTM in numerical form. As shown in Equation (23), both Yo and
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ZoL comprise of four distinct transfer functions, which makes [I + YoZoL]
−1 and [I + ZoLYo]

−1 to be
rather complicated. As a consequence, the further processing of the multivariable transfer functions in
Equation (36) similarly as performed in Equations (30)–(33) is almost impossible although the elements
(1,2), (2,1)–(2,3) in Equation (36) seem to be very simple. The elements (1,1) and (1,3) in Equation
(36) include certain impedance-like special parameters, which are known as output admittance at
short-circuited input terminal Yo−sci(1,1) and ideal output admittance Yo−∞(1,3) [12], respectively.

Equation (36) shows that the output dynamics of the inverter (i.e., the elements (2,1), (2,2) and
(2,3) in Equation (24)) and the reverse transfer function Tio (i.e., the element (1,2) in Equation
(24)) are affected only via the impedance-based sensitivity function [I + YoZoL]

−1 or [I + ZoLYo]
−1.

It may be also obvious that the stability of the cascaded source-converter system can be assessed
by means of the sensitivity functions by applying the generalized Nyquist stability criterion [27,28].
The input impedance (Zin) (i.e., the element (1,1) in Equation (24)) and the control-to-input-voltage
transfer function (Gci) (i.e., the element (1,3) in Equation (24)) are affected via the impedance-based
sensitivity function [I + ZoLYo]

−1 as well as via certain numerator polynomials, each of which contain
a multivariable impedance-admittance product. One of the multivariable elements, in this product,
is the multivariable special parameter, which cannot be extracted directly from the matrix formulas in
Equation (36), because they cannot be manipulated into the EET form given in Equation (1) (Section 1).
These special impedance-like parameters are known as output admittance at short-circuited input
terminal (Yo−sci) and ideal output admittance (Yo−∞) [12], respectively. It shall be observed that all the
transfer functions in Equation (36) related to v̂oL are not real in practice as discussed above.

We will give, in this paper, the load-affected transfer functions in Equation (36) by omitting the
cross- coupling terms in Yo and ZoL, which means that both of the sensitivity functions will be equal
as well. Therefore [I + YoZoL]

−1 can be given by[ 1
1+Yo−dZoL−d

0
0 1

1+Yo−qZoL−q

]
(37)

According to Equations (23), (36), and (37), we can compute the load-affected transfer functions
to be

GL
io =

 Gio−d
1+Yo−dZoL−d

0
Gio−q

1+Yo−qZoL−q
0

YL
o =

 Yo−d
1+Yo−dZoL−d

0

0 Yo−q
1+Yo−qZoL−q

GL
co =

 Gco−d
1+Yo−dZoL−d

Gco−qd
1+Yo−dZoL−d

Gco−dq
1+Yo−qZoL−q

Gco−q
1+Yo−qZoL−q


TL

oi =

[
Toi−d

1+Yo−dZoL−d

Toi−q
1+Yo−qZoL−q

0 0

] (38)

and

ZL
in =

[ (
1+ZoL−dYo−sci−d

1+Yo−dZoL−d
+

1+ZoL−qYo−sci−q
1+Yo−qZoL−q

− 1
)

Zin 0

0 0

]
(39)

where

Yo−sci =

[
Yo−sci−d 0

0 Yo−sci−q

]
=

[
Yo−d +

Gio−dToi−d
Zin

0

0 Yo−q +
Gio−qToi−q

Zin

]
(40)

as well as

GL
ci =

[ (
1+ZoL−dYo−∞−d

1+ZoL−dYo−d
+

1+ZoL−qYo−∞−dq
1+ZoL−qYo−q

− 1
)

Gci−d

(
1+ZoL−qYo−∞−q

1+ZoL−qYo−q
+

1+ZoL−dYo−∞−qd
1+ZoL−dYo−d

− 1
)

Gci−q

0 0

]
(41)
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where

Yo−∞ =

[
Yo−∞−d Yo−∞−qd
Yo−∞−dq Yo−∞−q

]
=

 Yo−d +
Toi−dGco−d

Gci−d
Yo−d +

Toi−qGco−qd
Gci−d

Yo−q +
Toi−dGco−dq

Gci−q
Yo−q +

Toi−qGco−q
Gci−q

 (42)

The expressions of the special parameters in Equations (40) and (42) equal the expressions defined
for the corresponding DC-DC converters as explicitly given in Reference ([12], p. 356, Equation (8.2)).

2.3. Discussions

2.3.1. Special Impedance-like Parameters

The complexity to solve analytically and explicitly the load-affected transfer functions in Equation
(16) (Section 2.1.2) and in Equation (36) (Section 2.2) may be understood according to the solved
[I + YoZoL]

−1 (cf. Equation (36)), which can be given by

 1 + Yo−qZoL−q + Yo−dqZoL−qd Yo−dZoL−qd + Yo−qdZoL−q

Yo−qZoL−q + Yo−dqZoL−d 1 + Yo−dZoL−d + Yo−qdZoL−dq


(1+Yo−qZoL−q+Yo−dqZoL−qd)(1+Yo−dZoL−d+Yo−qdZoL−dq)−(Yo−dZoL−qd+Yo−qdZoL−q)(Yo−qZoL−q+Yo−dqZoL−d)

(43)

It may be also obvious that the full-order special impedance parameters cannot be found in
analytical form, because the required EET-method-like formulations (cf. Section 1, Equation 1) cannot
be found.

All the ideal impedance-like special parameters given in Equations (13), (22), (33), and (42) are
invariant to the feedback and feedforward schemes applied in the converter and to the type of load
connected at the output terminal of the converter [12]. Consequently, the ideal parameters can be
computed by means of the open-loop transfer functions. The other special parameters given in
Equations (11), (20), (31), and (40) are invariant to those feedback arrangements, which are taken
from the opposite terminal, where the parameters are assumed to be measured. They will change
if the feedback is taken from the same terminal, where the parameters are assumed to be measured.
This information dictates the way to compute the special parameters based on the corresponding open
or closed-loop transfer functions.

2.3.2. Stability Assessment

The stability of the cascaded system comprising of the converter and its source or load subsystem
can be assessed by the means of the multivariable impedance-based sensitivity functions

[
I + ZxYy

]−1

or
[
I + YyZx

]−1, where the impedance and admittance matrixes comprise of the impedances and
admittances related to the interface between the converter and its subsystem, by applying generalized
Nyquist stability criterion [27,28]. The stability can be assessed by computing the determinant of[
I + ZxYy

]
or
[
I + YyZx

]
(i.e., the impedance-ratio-based multivariable characteristic polynomial) in

a similar manner as in a single-input-single-output (SISO) system by applying the basic Nyquist
stability criterion [13] but the critical point will be the origin (0,0) of the complex plane instead of
(−1,0). The form of the determinant is explicitly given in Equation (43) as its denominator. If the
interface, at which the stability is to be assessed, is of SISO type as in the source-side interfaces in
the above treated inverters in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.1 then the relevant impedance ratio comprises of
the input and output impedances of the subsystems as shown in Equations (8) and (28). In this case,
the basic Nyquist stability criterion can be applied to the corresponding impedance ratio in terms of
the critical point (−1,0), respectively.

If the grid is symmetrically loaded then Zd(Yd) equals Zq(Yq) and Zqd(Yqd) equals −Zdq(Ydq).

Theoretically, the same equalities may be valid also in the inverter. As a consequence,
[
I + ZxYy

]−1

equals
[
I + YyZx

]−1 and the stability can be assessed based on either of these sensitivity functions.
In practice, the equalities may not be, however, valid.
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As discussed in Section 1, the robust performance (i.e., sufficient phase (PM) and gain
(GM) margins for not affecting significantly the original transfer functions via the peaking in the
corresponding impedance-based sensitivity function [10]) can be given in terms of a specific forbidden
region as given in Figure 1 (Section 1) in SISO-type interface. The least space requiring forbidden
regions in Figure 1 is the MPC region, where the radius of circle equals the inverse of the maximum
allowed peaking (M) in the sensitivity function (S). denoted by M. The maximum peaking can be given
in terms of PM and GM according to ([14], pp. 92, 93) as

MPM =
1

2 sin(PM/2)
MGM =

GM
GM − 1

(44)

The MPC-forbidden region takes into account the combined peaking effect of PM and GM.
In case of the DC-interfaced inverters, the DC-interface-related robust performance can be obtained
by requiring the contour of the impedance-based minor-loop gain to stay out of the MPC-defined
forbidden region as stated in Reference [10]. In this case, the impedance-based minor-loop gain is the
same for all the source-affected transfer functions, and the maximum peaking can be explicitly defined
by means of the PM and GM associated to the minor-loop gain.

In the general case, when the sensitivity function is also a multivariable function as in Equation
(43), the load/source-affected transfer functions are composed of two or more elements having each a
different impedance-based sensitivity function. Equation (43) is presented in Equation (45) in a more
convenient form, and the load-affected GL

co in Equation (36) applying Equation (45) is presented in
its explicit form in Equation (46), respectively. Equation (46) shows explicitly the subcomponents of
each load-affected elements of GL

co. If the same procedures are applied for ZL
in and GL

ci in Equation
(36) then the number of subcomponents is higher than two, which will increase the complexity of the
corresponding transfer functions significantly. Equation (45) indicates that we can find four different
impedance-based sensitivity functions (Si) as given in Equation (47), which may exhibit different
peaking behavior, because the numerator of the sensitivity functions contains one common factor with
the denominator. [

1 + a b
c 1 + d

]
(1 + a)(1 + b)− bc

(45)

GL
co =

[
GL

co−d GL
co−qd

GL
co−dq GL

co−q

]
=

[
(1 + a)Gco−d + cGco−dq (1 + a)Gco−qd + cGco−q

(1 + d)Gco−dq + bGco−d (1 + d)Gco−q + bGco−qd

]
(1 + a)(1 + d)− bc

(46)

S1 = 1+a
(1+a)(1+d)−bc S2 = b

(1+a)(1+d)−bc S3 = c
(1+a)(1+d)−bc S4 = 1+d

(1+a)(1+d)−bc (47)

If the cross-coupling terms are small as assumed in Section 2.2.2 then we have two different
sensitivity functions as given in Equation (37). In this specific case, the stability of the system can be
inferred by requiring that both of the impedance-ratio-based minor-loop gains satisfy Nyquist stability
criterion [13]. In addition, the robust stability can be ensured by applying the MPC-based criteria to
both of the minor-loop gains [10]. In general, it is not recommended to neglect the cross-coupling terms,
because they may have significant impact on the validity of the stability information as discussed
in References [78–82]. The complexity of the analysis with all the cross-coupling terms included is
usually the reason for neglecting the cross-couplings [83–85].

In general case, the formulation for the requirements for the robust stability (RS) has to be
performed based on the maximum singular value (σ) of the multivariable sensitivity function S,
which equals [I + YyZx]

−1 or [I + ZxYy]
−1 [14,15], and which can be easily computed by applying

Matlab™ command svd (S) (i.e., singular value decomposition). In case of full-matrix uncertainty as
in this case, RS is guaranteed when σ < 1 [14].
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2.3.3. General Load

Figure 12 shows the multivariable equivalent circuits of the inverter output in grid-forming mode,
and the power grid in multivariable mode. The source effect caused by the inverter (i.e., Zinv) in the
general-load case can be computed in a similar manner as performed in Section 2.1.1, which yields[

îpcc

v̂oL

]
=

[
YS

inL TS
oiL

GS
ioL −ZS

oL

][
v̂inv

îoL

]
[

îpcc

v̂oL

]
=

[
[I + YinLZinv]

−1YinL [I + YinLZinv]
−1ToiL

GioL[I + ZinvYinL]
−1 −(ZoL + GioL[I + ZinvYinL]

−1ZinLToiL)

][
v̂inv

îoL

] (48)
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Equation (48) shows that the stability of the interface can be assessed based on the output
impedance of the inverter (Zinv) and the input admittance of the grid (YinL) by applying General
Nyquist stability criterion to [I + YinLZinv]

−1 and [I + YoZinL]
−1 as stated also in Section 2.1.2.

The other properties of the cascaded system cannot be computed even if the voltage (cf. Equation (49))
and current (cf. Equation (48)) of PCC can be explicitly measured, because ToiL cannot be measured
in practice.

v̂pcc = [I + ZinvYinL]
−1v̂inv − [I + ZinvYinL]

−1ZinvToiL îoL (49)

Figure 13 shows the multivariable equivalent circuits of the inverter output in grid-feeding mode,
and the power grid in multivariable mode. The source effect caused by the inverter (Yinv) in the
general-load case can be computed in a similar manner as performed in Section 2.2.1, which yields[

v̂pcc

îoL

]
=

[
ZS

inL TS
oiL

GS
ioL −YS

oL

][
îinv

v̂oL

]
[

v̂pcc

îoL

]
=

[
[I + ZinLYinv]

−1ZinL [I + ZinLYinv]
−1ToiL

GioL[I + YinvZinL]
−1 −(YoL + GioL[I + YinvZinL]

−1YinvToiL)

][
îinv

v̂oL

] (50)

Equation (50) shows that the stability of the interface can be assessed based on the output
admittance of the inverter (Yinv) and the input impedance of the grid (ZinL) by applying Nyquist
Generalized stability criterion to [I + ZinLYinv]

−1 and [I + YinvZinL]
−1 as stated also in Section 2.2.2.

In grid-feeding mode, the inverter synchronizes the voltage (cf. Equation (51) and current (cf. Equation
(50) of the PCC interface. The load system can be assumed to be such that the elements of the system
are basically invariant to each other. Therefore, GioL and ToiL are equal as the circuit-theoretical
reciprocity theorem implies as well [86]. The voltage (cf. Equation (50)) and current (cf. Equation (51))
of the PCC interface (cf. Figure 13)

îpcc = [I + YinvZinL]
−1 îinv − [I + YinvZinL]

−1YinvToiLv̂oL (51)
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Similarly, as in case of grid-forming-mode operation, the phase of ioL cannot be determined
based on the available information, because ToiL cannot be measured in practice. This means that the
synchronizing angle cannot be corrected to produce real power at certain point in the grid system
without external knowledge on the phase behavior from the grid coordinated control facilities.Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  19 of 33 
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mode of operation.

3. Experimental Evidence

The grid-forming-mode inverter, which is reported more in detail in Reference [26], is evaluated by
applying Typhoon HIL real-time simulation setup, Boombox control platform, and Venable frequency
response analyzer as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Grid-forming-mode inverter test setup.

The grid-feeding-mode inverter, which is reported more in detail Reference [87], is evaluated by
using the real hardware setup as shown in Figure 15, where the PV (PVS7000) and grid (PAS15000)
emulators are manufactured by Spitzenberger & Spies as well as the inverter is based on MyWay
platform (MWINV-1044-SIC). The given frequency responses are measured applying the MIMO
measurement technique reported in Reference [80], and the perturbation signals are injected via the
grid emulator in dq domain.
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3.1. Grid-Forming-Mode Inverter

The inductor-current and output-voltage loop gains are given in Figures 16 and 17, where the
effects of the different loads are visible: The unterminated (i.e., loaded by constant-current sink) loop
gain is denoted by red color, the resistor-loaded loop gain by blue color, and the parallel-connected
resistor-inductor-capacitor (RLC) loaded loop gain by black color, respectively. The unterminated loop
(red) gain indicates unstable operation having the crossover frequency at 20 Hz. The resistor and RLC
loading increases the crossover frequency to 300 Hz and they stabilize the converter as well. Figure 17
shows that the system is stable, when the output-voltage loop is properly tuned: Stabilization of the
inverter requires that the voltage-loop crossover frequency is placed at higher frequency than the
unstable pole of the system (cf. Figure 16 (red) vs. Figure 17 (red)).
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Figure 17. The output-voltage loop gain at unterminated mode (red), as resistor loaded (blue), and as
parallel RLC loaded (black).

It may be obvious that the load impedance has significant effect on the converter dynamic behavior,
which is actually the consequence of the rather high magnitudes of the output impedance as shown in
Figure 18. The high-output impedance may be reduced by applying output current feedforward.

Figure 18 shows that the output impedance of the grid-forming inverter exhibits such symmetry
that Zo−d = Zo−q and Zo−dq = −Zo−qd as discussed also in case of the grid impedance in Section 2.3.2.
If the grid is asymmetrically loaded, then its impedance (admittance) may not have this property. It this
property exists in inverter and grid then the two multivariable sensitivity functions will be identical.
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Equation (13) (cf. Section 2.1.1). According to Reference [12], the low-frequency behavior of the 
closed-loop input admittance is dominated by the ideal input admittance, which in this case equals 
the d-component of in-∞Y  (cf. black line in Figure 20) having the value of approximately -130 dBΩ−
at the low frequencies. As an impedance, this value equals 30 dBΩ , respectively. Figure 19 shows 
the closed-loop input impedance of the inverter, where the low-frequency value equals 
approximately 1

in- -dY −
∞  as stated in [12]. Similarly, as in DC-DC converters, the d-component of in-∞Y  

exhibits negative-incremental admittance behavior as well. 

Figure 18. The measured closed-loop output impedances of the grid-forming inverter, where the red
color denotes the closed-loop Zo−d and Zo−q, the blue color denotes Zo−qd, and the magenta color
Zo−dq, respectively.

Figure 19 shows the measured (black) and predicted (red and blue) closed-loop input impedance
of the grid-forming inverter, when the inverter is loaded with the parallel-connected RLC circuit
(cf. Figure 14). The blue-colored input impedance denotes the case, where the analytical model
includes all the output-terminal-side cross-couplings. The red-colored input impedance denotes the
case, where the cross-couplings are omitted (cf. Equation (19), Section 2.1.2). According to Figure 19,
the cross-couplings do not have significant contribution on the behavior of the load-affected input
impedance. This phenomenon cannot be generalized, because the grid impedance may not exhibit
similar symmetry in practice as in this special case.
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Figure 19. The RLC-load-affected input impedance of the grid-forming inverter, where the black
color denotes the measured input impedance, the red color denotes the predicted input impedance
with all the cross-couplings, and the blue color denotes the predicted input impedance omitting all
the cross-couplings.

Figure 20 shows the frequency responses of the analytically predicted set of Yin−∞ given in
Equation (13) (cf. Section 2.1.1). According to Reference [12], the low-frequency behavior of the
closed-loop input admittance is dominated by the ideal input admittance, which in this case equals the
d-component of Yin−∞ (cf. black line in Figure 20) having the value of approximately −30 dBΩ−1 at
the low frequencies. As an impedance, this value equals 30 dBΩ, respectively. Figure 19 shows the
closed-loop input impedance of the inverter, where the low-frequency value equals approximately
Y−1

in−∞−d as stated in [12]. Similarly, as in DC-DC converters, the d-component of Yin−∞ exhibits
negative-incremental admittance behavior as well.
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Figure 20. The set of predicted frequency responses of the multi-variable ideal input admittance Yin−∞

computed according to Equation (13) in Section 2.1.1.

3.2. Grid-Feeding-Mode Inverter

The stability of the grid-feeding-mode inverter is evaluated by computing the eigenvalues of
the multivariable impedance-based minor-loop gain (i.e., Yinv−oZgrid−in) and the Nyqyist plot of

det
[
I + Yinv−oXgrid−in

]
as well as by computing the maximum singular value of the sensitivity function

S =
[
I + Yinv−oXgrid−in

]−1
. The information given by the above-named impedance-based elements is

validated by measuring the frequency response of the inductor-current loop as well as the time-domain
behavior of the q component of the output current. The value of the series inductor L2 (cf. Figure 15) is
varied from 0 mH to 12 mH, respectively.

3.2.1. Impedance-Ratio-Based Analysis

Figure 21 shows the plots of the maximum singular value of S =
[
I + Yinv−oXgrid−in

]−1
in respect

to the frequency, when L2 equals 0 and 12 mH, respectively. The red line shows that the robustness of
stability is poor (i.e., σ > 1) at the low frequencies up to 60 Hz and when the frequency exceeds 1 kHz.
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Figure 21. The maximum singular value of the multivariable impedance-based sensitivity function,
where the black line denotes the singular value computed when L2 equals 0 mH and the red line
denotes the case when L2 equals 12 mH.

Figure 22 shows the Bode plots of the eigenvalues of the multivariable impedance-based
minor-loop gain (i.e., Yinv−oXgrid−in) when L2 equals 12 mH. The dashed lines denote the eigenvalues,
when the cross-couplings are omitted. The dashed-line circles are placed at the frequencies,
which indicate poor robustness of stability or unstable operation. The frequency response of λ1
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(red color) indicates that the phase margin is very low at the low frequencies, and the system is
unstable approximately at 800 Hz (i.e., the derivative of the phase is negative, when crossing the
±180-degree line) [88]. The frequency response of λ2 implies that the system is unstable approximately
at 100 Hz and 1 kHz [89].
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Figure 23a shows the full Nyquist plot of λ1, and Figure 23b shows the extended view of the plot
in the vicinity of the critical point (−1,0). Figure 23b shows that the system is stable but the phase
margin is very small.
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Figure 23. The Nyquist plot of λ1: (a) the full plot, and (b) the extended plot in the vicinity of the
point (−1,0) (L2 = 12 mH). The solid line denotes contour for positive frequencies and the dashed line
denotes the contour for negative frequencies. The arrowhead of the solid line shows the direction of
increasing frequencies, respectively.

Figure 24a shows the full Nyquist plot of λ2, and Figure 24b shows the extended view of the plot
in the vicinity of the critical point (−1,0). Figure 24b implies that the system is unstable.
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Figure 24. The Nyquist plot of λ2: (a) the full plot, and (b) the extended plot in the vicinity of the
critical point (−1,0) (L2 = 12 mH) (cf. the caption of Figure 23 for the explicit definitions of the other
contents in the figure).

Figure 25 shows the Bode plot of det
[
I + Yinv−oXgrid

]
, when L2 equals 0, 7, and 12 mH,

where the dashed lines indicate the frequency responses, from which the cross-couplings are omitted.
The full-order and reduced-order responses are quite equal at the frequencies higher than 300 Hz but
deviate from each other significantly at the frequencies in the range from 50 Hz to 300 Hz, respectively.
Extracting stability information from Figure 25 is not similarly straightforward as from Figure 22.
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Figure 25. The frequency responses of det
[
I + Yinv−oXgrid

]
, when L2 equals 0, 7, and 12 mH.

The solid lines denote the full-order responses, and the dashed lines denote the reduced-order
responses, respectively.

Figure 26a shows the full-order Nyquist plot of det
[
I + Yinv−oXgrid

]
, and Figure 26b shows the

extended plot in the vicinity of the critical point (0,0), when L2 equals 12 mH. The solid line denotes
the Nyquist contour for positive frequencies and the dashed line denotes the contour for negative
frequencies, respectively. The arrowhead of the solid line denotes the direction of increasing frequency.
Figure 26b indicates that the system is stable although the margins are extremely low.
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Figure 26. The Nyquist plot of det
[
I + Yinv−oXgrid

]
: (a) the full plot, and (b) the extended plot in the

vicinity of the critical point (0,0) (L2 = 12 mH) (cf. the caption of Figure 23 for the explicit definitions of
the other contents in the figure).

Figure 27 shows the extended Nyquist plots of the full (red) (cf. Figure 26b) and reduced-order
(blue) contours in the vicinity of the critical point (0,0), when L2 equals 12 mH. The reduced-order plot
implies that the system is unstable, when encircling clockwise the critical point (0,0).
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Figure 27. The extended Nyquist plots of the full (red) and reduced-order (blue) plots of

det
[
I + Yinv−oXgrid

]
, when L2 equals 12 mH (cf. the caption of Figure 23 for the explicit definitions of

the other contents in the figure).

The maximum singular-value plot in Figure 21 indicates that the robustness of stability is poor at
the low frequencies up to 60 Hz, and at the frequencies exceeding 1 kHz (i.e., σ > 1). The eigenvalue λ2

(cf. Figure 24) implied that the system is unstable. The full-order Nyquist plot of det
[
I + Yinv−oXgrid

]
(cf. Figure 26) implied that the system is stable but the stability margins would be extremely low.
As discussed in Reference [14], the Nyquist plot of det

[
I + Yinv−oXgrid

]
would give the most accurate

prediction on the stability. It may be also obvious that the singular value does not directly indicate that
the system is unstable.

3.2.2. Inductor-Current-Loop-Based Analysis

Figure 28 shows the measured (solid lines) inductor-current-loop frequency responses (Figure 28a,
d-component, and Figure 28b, q-component), when L2 equals 0 mH (blue lines) and 12 mH (red lines).
Figure 28a shows that the crossover frequency ( fc) and phase margin of the designed d-component of
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current-loop gain (blue) equal 300 Hz and 30 degrees, respectively. In case of weak grid (red), the grid
impedance has modified the d-component of current-loop gain to have three distinct gain crossovers
approximately at 90 Hz, 122 Hz, and 143 Hz. The corresponding phase margins vary from 28 degrees
to 63 degrees, respectively, which indicates that the inverter is stable. The figure shows also that
the fourth gain crossover is very close to appear approximately at 1 kHz, where the margin is only
1 dB. The phase crossover frequency equals 1.3 kHz with a gain margin of 4 dB. The robustness of the
stability is very poor especially in the frequency range from 20 Hz to 50 Hz, where the phase margin is
close to zero.
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Figure 28. The measured (solid lines) current-loop gains at L2 = 0 mH (blue) and 12 mH (red):
(a) d-component, and (b) q-component.

Figure 28b shows that the crossover frequency ( fc) and phase margin of the designed q-component
current loop (blue) equal 270 Hz and 40 degrees, respectively. In case of weak grid (red), the grid
impedance has modified the q-component of the current-loop gain to have the crossover frequency
approximately at 90 Hz with the phase margin of 20 degrees. As the figure shows, three other crossover
frequencies are very close to appear similarly as in the d-component of the current-loop gain. The phase
crossover frequency equals approximately 1.3 kHz with the gain margin of 5 dB. The corresponding
phase margins vary from 28 degrees to 90 degrees, respectively, which indicates that the inverter is
stable. The robustness of the stability is somewhat better than that of the d-component in the frequency
range from 20 Hz to 50 Hz, where the phase margin is close to 17 degrees instead of close to zero.
The stability information given by Figure 28 may not be absolutely true, because the cross-coupling
terms will contribute also to the stability information.

Figure 29 shows the measured Nyquist plot of det[I + LC] with cross-couplings (blue) and
without cross-couplings (red), where LC denotes the multivariable inductor-current feedback loop.
The blue-colored Nyquist plot shows that the inverter is stable (i.e., no clockwise encirclement around
the critical point (0,0)) but the margins would be low. The red-colored Nyquist plot implies that the
inverter is unstable. Figures 26b and 27 (Section 3.2.1) give quite the same information on the state
of stability.

Figure 30 shows the Nyquist plots of the eigenvalues λ1 (red) and λ2 (blue), where Figure 30a
shows the whole plots, and Figure 30b, the extended part of the plots in the vicinity of the critical point
(−1,0). The plot of λ2 implies that the system is unstable.

Figure 31 shows the plot of the maximum singular value of the sensitivity function Sc = [I + Lc]
−1

at L2 = 0 (black), and L2 = 12 mH (red), respectively. The black-line response indicates that the phase
margins of the original design are rather low (cf. Figure 28) and therefore, the original design is not
robustly stable. The red-line responses indicate that the robustness of stability is lost at the frequencies
from 50 Hz to 500 Hz as well as at the frequencies higher than 1 kHz.
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The measured inductor-current-loop d and q components in Figure 28, the Nyquist plot of det[I +
LC] in Figure 30, and the maximum singular values in Figure 31 imply that the stability of the converter
is not robust and the converter may be very close to instability. Figure 32 shows the response of the
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inductor-current q component to a 5-A step change in its reference. The response indicates decaying
oscillation approximately at 90 Hz, which equals the crossover frequency of the inductor-current-loop
q component with the phase margin of 20 degrees. The response indicate definitively that the converter
is stable similarly as the Nyquist plot of det

[
I + Yinv−oXgrid

]
in Figure 26b.
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3.2.3. Discussions

The stability of the grid-feeding-mode inverter was assessed by means the measured
output- terminal-side multivariable impedance ratio and the measured inductor-current-loop gains,
when the weak-grid condition was emulated by adding a 12-mH series inductor in the grid
side. The time-domain operation of the inverter implied stable operation. The Nyquist plots of
det
[
I + Yinv−oXgrid

]
(cf. Figure 26b) and det[I + LC] (cf. Figure 29) indicate explicitly that the inverter

is stable but the stability margins are poor, which the time-domain step response of the inductor-current
q component also confirmed explicitly (cf. Figure 32). The eigenvalue plots implied that the inverter is
unstable. The impedance-ratio-based maximum-singular-value plot shows explicitly that the stability
is not robust at the low frequencies (up 60 Hz) and at the high frequencies (>1 kHz). It was also shown
that the obtainable stability information is very poor when the cross-couplings are neglected.

As discussed in Reference [89], the multivariable impedance measurements are extremely difficult
to be performed due to the grid-impedance effect on the synchronization [90] as well as the highly
varying nature of the grid impedance [91,92], and therefore, the accuracy of the measurements may be
questionable. The same applies also to the measurements of the feedback-loop gains. The observed
variance in the information provided by the different stability-assessment methods may be the
consequence of the inaccurate measurement results as well.

4. Conclusions

The dynamic behavior and the factors affecting the sensitivity of the power electronic converters to
the external impedance interactions are fully solved for the DC-DC converters as described in Reference
([12], Parts 2 and 3). The dynamic analysis of the three-phase power electronics converters is still in its
infancy. The reason for this is obviously the high complexity of the elements affecting their dynamic
behavior. The usual method to relax the complexity is to remove the cross-coupling terms of the
associated multivariable transfer functions, which deteriorates also the obtainable stability information.

This paper has shown that the three-phase grid-tied converters have similar internal
impedance-like parameters as the DC-DC converters have, which affect the converter sensitivity to the
source and load-impedance-induced interactions. The source and load interactions of the three-phase
grid-tied converter can be solved with ease by using proper software packages such as MatlabTM.
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This paper provides the explicit formulations for the implicit internal parameters, which governs
the interactions through the DC interface. The full-order formulations for the three-phase interface
cannot be obtained, because the relevant source/load-affected transfer functions cannot be put into the
form stipulated by the EET method. It is obvious that further studies are needed for analyzing the
interactions and their relations to the implicit internal parameters.

Intensive research on the impedance-based stability analysis has been going on for several years
already. The complexity of the analyses has led to simplifying the impedance-based minor-loop gains
by omitting the cross-couplings between the different impedances constituting the minor-loop gain.
The experimental measurements, in this paper, show clearly that the omitting of the cross-couplings
will easily lead to inaccurate information on the robustness and state of the stability. We have shown,
in this paper, that the stability assessment based on det

[
I + Yinv−oXgrid

]
may give the most accurate

information on the state of stability, which was confirmed by assessing the stability by means of
det[I + LC] (i.e., the measured inductor-current feedback loop).

The content of the paper is intended to initialize extensive studies in the dynamic behavior of
the three-phase grid-tied converters as well as in the measurement methods of dq-domain frequency
responses to improve their accuracy.
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